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Nondestructive testing is used in
many ways. Its primary usage is in
the industrial marketplace (such as
automotive, aerospace, the power industry,
transportation, military equipment, and
many others), but from time to time it is
also used in more unusual circumstances.
Many historical items have also been
tested using nondestructive testing
methods. For instance, the Liberty Bell;
the Confederate submarine, the H.L.
Hunley; and artifacts from René-Robert
Cavelier, Sieur de la Salle’s ship, La Belle;
as well as other historical items have been
inspected for the purpose of preservation
and conservation. Even famous paintings
have been X-rayed to determine condition
and to reveal if other paintings are beneath
the top painting. In these situations where
unusual NDT projects come up, it is
not uncommon for one company to seek
the assistance of another in performing

the inspection. This article recounts a
project that involved two NDT companies
working together to solve an unusual
inspection problem for a specialized
application.
The Field Museum of Natural History
in Chicago, Illinois, asked if Alloyweld
Inspection could perform radiography
at the museum, since the company had
previously worked on other projects for
the museum, such as the Magdalenian
woman. While it was an exciting chance,
Alloyweld had to pass the opportunity
on to another test laboratory, since
Alloyweld only performs radiography
in-house. Alloyweld recommended
McNDT Pipeline Ltd., a testing
laboratory that frequently performs
field radiography. Alloyweld contacted
McNDT concerning the testing
requirement to radiograph two male
African elephants.
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The two elephants are located in the
atrium of the museum and are immediately
apparent as visitors enter the museum as
giant, imposing figures (Figure 1). The
elephants were donated to the museum by
a pioneering taxidermist, Carl Akeley, a
museum employee. On a trip to Africa in
1905, he and his wife shot the two elephants
in Kenya and brought the skins, tusks, and
hair back to the United States and preserved

them. Museum officials knew that the base
for the pachyderms was fashioned using
wood, steel, and chicken wire on which to
fasten the skin. No bones were included in
the taxidermy of the two creatures. Over
time, the elephants have been exposed to
natural light, as well as humidity and dry air,
which has caused cracks in the skin. These
minor fissures have been mended over time,
but with more than 100 years of exposure,
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the museum felt it was time for a major
renovation. To perform proper repairs and
restoration, the scientists had to know what
was immediately below the skin and the
condition of the base that held the elephants
together. Lawrence Heaney, curator of
mammals at the Field Museum, said, “They
have done well for over 100 years, [but] they
are evocative and historically important,
[and] they would need significant repairs if
they are to last another 100 years.”
Because the elephants were preserved so
long ago, no records exist in the museum’s
collection files. McNDT was asked to
X-ray the animals so that a more accurate
record of their structure could be discerned
and to determine if there was any damage
or weakening of the internal structure.
The museum is open every day, so the
work had to be performed at night after
closing. Since X-ray was to be used, the
area had to be secured to ensure that no
museum employees would be exposed
to radiation. Amanda Young, Dave Viar,
Kenneth Downing Jr., and Cindy McCain
performed the X-ray work using computed
digital radiography with 14 in. = 17 in.
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photostimulable phosphor imaging plates.
The plates were held in place by a tripod as
the testing moved from section to section
over the torso and head of the elephants
(Figure 2). The X-ray tube was mounted on
a portable lift to allow it to be easily moved
around and raised above the elephants.
The X-ray exposures were made at 170 kV
and 4 mA at approximately 60 in. from
source to detector, for approximately three
minutes. After exposure, the imaging plates
(Figure 3) were processed through a plate
reader and the images were transferred to
a monitor. As the work progressed, the
images were viewed on a computer monitor
that is part of the computed digital X-ray
system (Figure 4). The heads were mounted
separately to the body, so the X-ray images
showed exactly how they were attached.
The images were extremely valuable to
the museum and provided exactly the
information that was needed to progress
with the restoration of the elephants. The
digital images confirmed there were no
bones inside the structures. In fact, the
internal structure was found to be similar
to chicken wire steel, similar to what was
used to fasten the skin (Figure 5).
More than 30 X-ray images were taken
in order to map out the internal structure
of the elephant shown with the tusk up in
the air. One specific challenge was that the
radiographers were not able to use location
markers or lead letters on the elephant
because of the fragile nature of the hides. In
order to correctly map the elephants with
the images, each exposure had a different
lead letter placed on the cassette and the
location of each image was drawn onto an
actual picture of the elephant.
Radiation safety posed unique issues
due to the exposure geometry and large
open area of the museum. As previously
mentioned, all exposures were taken afterhours to ensure no employees entered the
radiation area. Cone barriers were placed
at all entrances and four survey meters
were used. One industrial radiographer
was stationed on the second floor to
measure radiation levels. Three meters
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were used on the first floor by industrial
radiographers to monitor dosage rates at
the various entrances and near the museum
representatives who were observing the
work. All radiographers wore film badges
and dosimeters as well. Dosages were well
below the 2 milliroentgen limits permitted,
with no readings at most locations.
These unique situations always provide a
different side of how nondestructive testing
can be used to solve everyday problems. It
also provides scientists and archaeologists
with new means for examining historical
items without having to disassemble or
possibly damage them.h
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skleven@alloyweldinspection.com
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Amanda Young: McNDT Pipeline Ltd., 24154
S. Northern Illinois Drive, Channahon, Illinois
60410; email amanda@mcndt.com
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In this series, we will explore different innovative ways that
individuals, businesses, and schools are working to spread
awareness about NDT, broaden and diversify the workforce,
and help foster and develop technicians in their careers. If you
have an interesting story about outreach and development, please
contact the editor at hcowans@asnt.org.
The information in this article comes from William Hinton,
who is an instructor at Great Bay Community College in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and coordinates volunteer groups
for a wide variety of STEM educational outreach programs.
When William Hinton sets up his NDT demonstrations for
students at career or STEM fairs, he doesn’t want to simply
tell the students about NDT. “The way I learned science and
technology was experimentation and touching it, and to sit
in a seat and just read a book doesn’t do it justice,” he says.
Often, getting the students to experiment requires an element
of competition. For example, to demonstrate visual testing,
Hinton will bring in things like micrometers, calipers, dental
mirrors, flashlights, borescopes, and chunks of PVC pipe. To
start things off, he will provide the students a PVC piping
construct and give them a hypothetical scenario. He tells
them it is part of a launch vehicle and that engineers noted
that it was making a noise during a pre-launch test. The
students need to figure out why.
As he notes, students will often first give the piece a cursory
glance, deciding that they haven’t found anything wrong with
it. Finally, a student will call Hinton’s attention to a strange
little label inside, asking if there should be writing inside
the piece. Hinton will tell the student he doesn’t think that
should be there, asking what the label says. “Dunkin,” the
student will read, at which point Hinton produces a five-
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dollar gift card to Dunkin’® Donuts—and suddenly, the group
is eager to take a closer look.
It’s an amusing story, but it also highlights the drive behind
the outreach work Hinton performs at schools and career
fairs throughout New Hampshire. Through demonstrations
and presentations like this, Hinton is able to connect students
to industry in practical, hands-on, and straightforward ways,
showing them the opportunities available in a workforce that
Hinton believes needs students like them to be excited to join.
Hinton’s outreach work has grown so much that he
started Hinton Technical Services LLC to funnel the money
he makes as a technical consultant and educator back into
obtaining equipment for his presentations and otherwise
helping the community. It all started, however, as a simple
presentation. In 2004, Hinton was running the metrology
lab at the Seabrook Nuclear Power Station (now the NextEra
Energy Seabrook Station) in New Hampshire. When the
company underwent a project to downsize its equipment,
Hinton wanted to make use of a new hydrometer for which
the company didn’t have a need. He thought of the nearby
Creteau Technology Center at Spaulding High School in
Rochester, New Hampshire, and met with the head of their
science department. The donation led to his first presentation
to the school’s honors science classes, and the teachers let
him know how much the students enjoyed his presentation
and invited him to return. After contacting some industry
leaders he had gotten to know in his career in the metrology
lab, Hinton coordinated his first big event at Spaulding High
School, which incorporated presentations and hands-on
equipment demonstrations.
The group that he assembled for the event was composed
of Gary Confalone from East Coast Metrology; Tim Osmer,

a State of New Hampshire metrologist; and Reed Brockman, a civil
engineer and State of Massachusetts bridge inspector—contacts
Hinton had made during his time at the metrology lab. He recalls
that any time he encountered someone new doing work in the
plant, and especially when new equipment was being processed
through the lab, he would follow it to the field to find out how it
was being used and determine if the lab could better support the
work in the field. From these conversations, Hinton made longlasting connections. This network of industry professionals has only
grown, and it’s a network Hinton has found valuable as a resource
for finding industry representatives to present to students. Building
such a network is easier than one might think. “Just [by] talking to
people,” Hinton says. “If they have a skill that’s technical in nature,
I invite them to come along…I curate people.”
Hinton sees his role as almost a go-between for these
professionals and the schools and fairs he works with. As he notes,
many people are eager to share the work they do, but are not sure
how to reach out to schools. “The industries that are out there
enjoy having a liaison,” he says. Hinton has been able to form
connections with schools in the same way he has built his network
of industry professionals—by communicating. He notes that the
first thing he’ll do is find out what a school’s needs are and how he
can best address those needs. “Once you have your foot in the door
and you provide a valuable benefit, then they’ll keep coming to
you,” he says. Hinton notes that he has had particular luck reaching
out to technical schools that already have an industry focus.
While each event is unique, Hinton’s presentations tend to follow
some patterns. Hinton’s role, as he puts it, is as the “choreographer.”
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Before the event takes place, he speaks with the school or career
fair to find out what kinds of time restraints or other limitations
he will have to consider for himself and his group of volunteers.
Sometimes Hinton will create a script for the presentation, but even
then he only utilizes a PowerPoint with minimal text. One of the
most important components is allowing the students to explore and
engage with the equipment.
Much of the equipment Hinton uses comes from his own
collection, which includes equipment that has been donated or
loaned to him from the metrology lab where he was formerly
employed. The volunteers that he recruits for the event often have
their own equipment to offer, as well. “When these people come in,
they usually bring their toys with them,” Hinton says. Hinton now
works as an instructor for Great Bay Community College, so he is
often accompanied by a recruiter from the school, as well.
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Hinton was initially surprised by how much students responded
to his first presentation in their classroom; he didn’t understand
what made his presentation stand out from a normal lesson.
After following up with teachers after his first presentation and
continuing to talk to educators about their needs and challenges,
the value of industry outreach has become clearer. Hinton realized
that in-classroom lessons often have to follow more of a script and
take standardized testing into consideration, whereas he and his
volunteers have more freedom to use their life experiences, helping
the students connect the material they’re learning to real-world
applications.
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Another challenge Hinton has observed is showing students
alternative career routes to the four-year university track. Hinton has
noticed that while most schools he’s encountered have been largely
set up to prepare students for four-year universities, many schools are
beginning to explore ways to show students other options—especially
since workforces like NDT have a need for new skilled workers,
allowing for the potential of finding lucrative careers without a fouryear degree. Hinton notes that this is part of why he finds it especially
important to connect with younger students who may not have
decided on a career track yet, and who often don’t know about the
opportunities that are available in STEM.
This need for a skilled workforce is another reason Hinton sees
outreach as so important; not only is he trying to help show students
opportunities, but he’s also trying to set up the NDT industry for
future success. An example of the reciprocal benefits that come from
teaching students about STEM opportunities can be seen in the
New Hampshire Girls Technology Day. Hinton first heard about the
challenges New Hampshire was facing from someone he knew at the
New Hampshire Department of Education (NH DOE). According
to Hinton, New Hampshire was having trouble encouraging hightech industry to move to the state in part because there wasn’t enough
of a skilled workforce. The State of New Hampshire, under thengovernor Maggie Hassan, created a STEM task force to understand
why this was. One key note that came out of their report was that
part of the problem came from the lack of gender parity in STEM—
while women comprise 48% of the workforce, they comprise less
than 25% of the workforce in STEM (GTD-NH 2019a). This
imbalance meant that not enough of New Hampshire’s workforce
was going into STEM fields. When this reached the NH DOE, they
realized they needed to encourage more women to explore STEM
careers in order to meet industry needs. This was the impetus behind
the New Hampshire Girls Technology Day, which began in 2012
and holds events and workshops each year designed to help educators
and industry professionals like Hinton “encourage New Hampshire’s
female students to become invested in technical career fields during
the ninth and tenth grades” (GTD-NH 2019b).
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What began as one presentation at a local high school has become
a second career for Hinton, but anyone could learn from his
experiences and initiate similar outreach programs in their own
community. As he notes, he started off as a “one-man band.”
Hinton’s advice for anyone who wants to help with outreach is to
be inquisitive yourself, and understand how equipment is used in
your field and why. When looking for schools, Hinton says that
schools with a “tech center” or other industry connections are a
good place to start. He also notes the importance of being flexible
with the schools and working to meet their needs.
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When it comes time to prepare the actual presentation, one of
the most important elements, according to Hinton, is bringing
equipment. He believes student engagement with equipment used
in the STEM trades is the most effective way to tie the discussion to
the real world. He recalls former students that approached him years
later who remembered his event because of this tactile interaction.
In addition to letting students explore equipment, Hinton also notes
that it’s helpful to have trinkets that students can bring home with
them. (Interested members can contact the membership department
at the ASNT International Service Center to learn about giveaway
items that may be available for them to bring to events.) If your
presentation will include a speaking component, Hinton notes that
PowerPoint can be helpful, but cautions not to use it as a crutch.
Rather, he sees it as important to connect with students in a more
organic and authentic way—to not be too technical, but also to
avoid using gimmicks or being too casual. He advises potential
presenters not to be afraid, and to remember that they are the subject
matter experts. “Be the professional, with a sense of humor, and you
command the room…After you do a couple of them, you become
very comfortable with it.”h
(*256>3,+.4,5;:
Thank you to William Hinton for providing facts and photographs for this
article.
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GTD-NH, 2019a, “Home: About Us,” New Hampshire Girls Technology
Day, gtd-nh.org.
GTD-NH, 2019b, “Brief History of Girls Technology Day,” New
Hampshire Girls Technology Day, gtd-nh.org.
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ASNT has released a new book that serves
as a self-study resource for Level I and II
candidates in NDT. Programmed Instruction
Series: Introduction to Nondestructive Testing,
written for ASNT by Curtis Evans, provides

in-depth, up-to-date coverage of the 16
recognized nondestructive testing (NDT)
methods, covering theory, principles, and
applications. In addition to utilizing chapter
previews and summaries, the book features a
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variety of tools for self-evaluation. Quiz questions appear alongside
the content within the chapter, with the correct answers and
explanations provided at the end of the chapter. Separate from
this, the end of each chapter also includes multiple-choice selftests, and a comprehensive self-test appears at the end of the book.
These tools can also be utilized in the online component, which
contains a computer-assisted training program that offers easy-touse navigation with interactive pages and review questions. These
features make Introduction to Nondestructive Testing a participatory
reading experience, well-suited to independent study.
In addition to providing information about the 16 recognized
nondestructive testing methods, including information on
techniques, applications, equipment, and advantages and
limitations, the book also includes chapters on NDT indications
and manufacturing processes, along with two introductory chapters
on the profession of NDT and NDT in industry. Although the
book was written for beginners new to the field, more experienced
industry professionals can find it useful as well. While working
with ASNT on developing the content of the book, Evans wanted
readers to come away from it seeing the whole picture of NDT
as a profession, rather than something relegated to specific jobs.
“The NDT profession is an amazing and sought-after profession,
where our span of expertise and knowledge increases significantly
as we navigate a lifelong career specializing in many different NDT
methods that canvass many different industries. You can move in
this profession anywhere you want to, to vary your work and vary
your knowledge. The expertise that you learn from one [area] is
going to transfer well into another one,” Evans said.
The online component that accompanies Programmed Instruction
Series: Introduction to Nondestructive Testing is organized by the same
chapters and sections as the printed book, but offers interactive
tools and special features designed for self-study. The information
from each section is laid out in bullet points, with figures and quiz
questions interspersed throughout (see Figure 1). When a user
answers the quiz question in the program, the correct answer and
explanation appears after the user hits “Submit,” without the user
needing to go to another section to view this information. Each
section also features a review quiz at the end, and users can see
their scores instantly. The beginning of each section also highlights
specific learning objectives. The training program is easily navigated
through the sidebar, where users can jump to the different sections.
The sidebar tracks a user’s progress throughout the program; once
a section is complete, a blue check mark will appear beside it, and
if a section is in progress, a partially filled blue circle indicates that
progress. The user’s total progress is tracked by percentage at the top
of the sidebar, which also includes a search feature.
Programmed Instruction Series: Introduction to Nondestructive
Testing is available for purchase now at asnt.org/Store.h
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Terry J. Haigler spends most of his
career traveling and in the field,
working as part of a group that focuses
on asset integrity management in
the power generation industry for
Intertek. He holds ASNT NDT
Level III certification in MT, PT,
and UT, as well as a bachelor of
science degree in industrial technology
from East Carolina University.

Q. How did you first become involved in NDT?
A. My first experience with NDT was an “Introduction
to NDT” class while working on my degree in welding
technology. The following year, the school offered a short
course in ultrasonic testing that I was able to take during the
summer. My career started as a part-time employee for a local
engineering and NDE company, where I worked as a lab
assistant in the research and technique development group
that supported the field technicians and their customers.
Q. Can you tell us about your certification and training/
education?
A. My education and training has been a combination of
community college, university, short courses, and in-house
employer training. The foundation of my training was at the
local community college where I took all my Level I and
II training courses during a two-year program. I continued
with my B.S. degree where I had the opportunity to take
classes in metallurgy, materials and processes, quality
assurance, and some advanced NDE applications. I’ve also
been very fortunate to work with some great people within
the industry, gaining countless numbers of on-the-jobtraining hours that allow me to take the theory and apply
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it to practical applications. Now I hold three ASNT NDT
Level III certifications: MT, PT, and UT. I plan on taking
the ASNT NDT Level III exams in VT and ET within the
next year or two. I hold additional Level II certifications
through my company in visual, EMAT [electromagnetic
acoustic transducer], microwave, phased array, and TOFD
[time of flight diffraction].
Q. Can you tell me more about your B.S. degree? What, in your
opinion, is the value of a college degree in NDT?
A. I completed my B.S. degree in industrial technology
with a minor in industrial management at East Carolina
University (ECU). After completing my A.A.S. degree in
welding technology, ECU allowed me to transfer almost two
years of classes. At that point I had a pretty good idea of the
career path I wanted to take, allowing me to tailor my B.S.
degree plan a little. Most of the classes I wanted to take were
offered online, which allowed me to continue working, but
the degree also took longer to complete since I was limited to
a few classes a semester with my work schedule. The program
had seven concentrations, and I picked classes from three of
them (industrial engineering technology, mechanical design,
and industrial management). I was able to take classes I was
interested in and classes that would benefit my career path in the
NDT industry. Some of the classes I took that have benefited
me are project management, cost and capital project analysis,
technical presentations, quality assurance concepts, engineering
graphics, and geometric dimensioning and tolerancing.
Having a B.S. degree has benefited me in many ways, but
mostly it’s given me more opportunities at advanced-level
NDT jobs and shows my employer I’m serious and dedicated
to advancing in the company. You can never replace on-thejob training, but having a good foundation and understanding
of how your industry operates in business and theory helps a
lot, and that’s what my B.S. degree has given me.

Q. Can you describe the work that you do?
A. I work for Intertek, a global company providing assurance, testing,
inspection, and certification services to a wide variety of industries.
I’m part of a smaller group focused on asset integrity management
that combines the understanding of materials, processes, and NDE
to identify problems in the power generation industry. We are
looking for any indication that could affect the quality, safety, or
reliability of our clients’ assets, including manufacturing defects in
welds, cracks in high-energy piping or boiler tube welds, corrosion
in piping or pressure vessels, and operating conditions, among
other things. My job is to evaluate the components using the best
possible NDE method for the given defects and provide the most
detail possible, so the engineers can perform fitness-for-service
evaluations or in the case of failure, a root cause analysis. The most
valuable technique is a combination ultrasonic inspection using
phased array and/or TOFD followed by the metallurgical analysis
of a critical defect. This identifies the cause so measures can be
taken to prevent future defects.
My work is primarily fieldwork in a hands-on capacity,
including NDE report writing, procedure review/development,
and technique development on occasion. I usually work in a group,
ranging from one to six additional technicians and/or engineers. A
typical day is spent working in the field at various sites performing
inspections on piping welds. I could be performing several
inspections including visual, MT, and PT, up to more advanced
inspections such as phased array, TOFD, EMAT, microwave, and
pulsed eddy current.
Q. Do you travel for work? Can you tell me about the challenges and
rewards of traveling for NDT projects?
A. Yes, I travel for around 70% of my work (but this year so far, it
seems like 95%). The challenges are being away from home and
your family, and dealing with airports, delays, and new places. The
rewards or advantages are gaining a lot of experience much faster
than working in a lab or facility that operates during normal hours.
You get to experience new cultures and visit countries you may
never have considered. The most rewarding part for me is seeing
different parts of the world and meeting new people.
Q. How has NDT changed during your career? What trends do you see?
A. My career is relatively short in comparison to some of my
co-workers, but I think the advancement in phased array
technology has grown during my career, with it becoming
the standard method for volumetric inspections of welds in
most industries. With my career being primarily in the power
generation, I’ve seen outages get shorter, with less money for
inspections in the traditional coal-fired power plants and a much
bigger demand for alternative energy options such as gas, wind,
and solar. This is leading to more requirements for NDE R&D
to develop new techniques to evaluate different materials such as
composites, plastics, and steel with different properties that have

different defects/failure mechanisms as compared to a traditional
power plant.
Q. What’s been your most interesting/unusual application of NDT?
A. I can’t really think of an unusual application, but with most of
my career working for engineering companies, I’ve had plenty of
interesting projects. I would say one of the most interesting would
be a nozzle replacement on the bottom shell of a reactor vessel at a
nuclear power plant. Just the amount of automation, planning, and
safety made it a unique job. All the welding was automated from
outside the power plant and monitored with multiple cameras.
My job was to perform PT and UT inspections using refracted
longitudinal waves after every half inch of weld metal deposited.
This consisted of climbing up and down a 40-ft ladder, laying down
on a rolling board and sliding under a 20-ft cement wall, climbing
a 4-ft ladder onto scaffolding completely covered in lead shielding,
and doing all of this with radiation safety people giving you a
countdown (in seconds) through headphones telling you to hurry
up. The actual inspection was probably the easiest part. I think I had
to do this about three or four times before they were done welding.
Q. What’s the best part of NDT?
A. The best part of NDT is the technology we get to use and all the
different industries in which we can apply it. With a good foundation,
experience, and training, you can essentially take your knowledge
of NDE to any industry you want, from aviation, manufacturing,
chemical, oil and gas, to automotive and food processing.
The most rewarding aspect is finding that defect that could
have caused a failure and cost millions of dollars to our customer—
and the knowledge that you could have saved someone’s life by
keeping the component from failing.
Q. What’s the most difficult part of NDT?
A. The most difficult part of NDT is keeping up with all the new
technology available. You always strive to provide the best service,
but the technique and applications you use on a daily basis are not
always the best option, so you need to stay informed and up-todate on what’s available and have enough understanding of these
technologies to decide what will provide the best results for your
application.
Q. How would you recommend technicians to best stay up-to-date?
A. In my experience, by attending ASNT conferences and your local
section’s monthly meetings. Between ASNT, BINDT [The British
Institute of Non-Destructive Testing], AINDT [American Institute
of Nondestructive Testing], and many other groups or companies,
you will have all the information you want. If you like social media,
you can join professional groups on LinkedIn, which I’ve found has
a lot of interesting NDT posts showcasing new technology.
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